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ABSTRACT

Seven similarity numbers are given by this paper to describe the ignition process of combustible materials.

Analysis points out that it is absolutely impossible to predict real-process from small-scale simulati ng test in

which the same material is used. Small-scale accurate simulating test should be done only by using different

materials with the same similarity numbers. But if convective heat transfer and/or buoyancy force are negleted , it

is also possible to use the same material in the small-sacle test by changing the scale of velosity Vo'
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INTRODUCTION

Fire test is neccesary and important in scientific fire research, but up until now, people still use 1:1 scale test,

or self simulation, in the ir tests to study fire.

Small -scale simulating test is prefered for research because of its advantages, suhc as less expenses, for

simulating largy-scale fire. Unfortunately, the same combustible material is still used in the small-scale test

nowadays, and it is obvious that people have enough reason to doubt the reliability of data gained from that test .

It is an urgen t need to develop a fire simulating experimental method in order to find whether or not

simulating test for fire exists except self simulation. This paper will try to answer this question for ignit ion process

of fire.

DERlVATION OF THE CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

A control volume is selected at an ignition part of combustible material, with volume V, surrounding area A,

physical value ¢J, and its density p(=¢J/V). During an interval time 6r, the variation of ¢J in volume V is

(1)
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The above equation is divided by the time interval br, and by letting 6r--+O, we get

~ = ~+JA P( ii . ii)dA = iTJy pdY+JY"1. (pii)dY

=Jy[~+"1. (pii)jdY

Equation (2) is the common for all following conservation equations.

1. Continuity equation

M, P are assumed as the mass and density of control volume respectively

~ =Jy[~+"1. (pii)jdY

(2)

on the other hand, mass change of the control volume is caused by volatile escaping.from combustible material

when heated

The continuity equation can be writ ten

Op _ -
Or+"1. (pu)+"1. (PmOm) =0

Equation (3) can be rewritten in the cartesian system

(3)

i=l, 2, 3: (4)

2, Momentum equation

,p , p are now replaced by momentum M, momentum density pii respectively in equation (2)

the sum of all forces acts on the combust ible ma terial within the control volume must equal the change of the

momentum per unit t ime. Those forces can be body forces g and surface forces j)

~ =Jy pgdY +JA( j). ii)dA =Jy[pg+"1. j)jdY

From abov e two formulas , th e momentum equat ion can be obtained by adding the continuity equation

Oii -.,., -.,.,( 0-)PdT =pg +v . p-l-u «v , Pm m

Stress j) is expressed in following form
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p=-p- ~J.I('i7. ii) 1+ 2J.1(

Considering buoyancy force pfJgl:iT, equation (5) can be rewritten in the cartesian system

(6)

3, Energy equation

e, e are defined as total and int ernal energy per unit mass in control volume, i=e+~u2. Total energy E and

total energy densi ty pi are palced in the position of ¢ and p respectively in equation (2)

DE =J [8(pi)+'i7 . (pi ii)]dV
dr V aT

The causes which bring change of total energy are following

(a), Thermal hea t t ransfer:~ =J (q. ii)dA =J sr. qdV =J. 'i7. [qt+ qh+ qr]dV
OTA V V

where, q t= -k'i7. t as cond ucti ve heat flux in the combustible material;

qh= - h(T - T a) as convect ive heat flux at the surface of combustible material;

q r= _iuF(T4 -TJ) as radiat ive heat flux received by the combust ible material.

(b), Work don e by body forces: d~. = JV( ii. pg)dV

(c), Work done by surface forces: d~a =JA[ ii . (p. ii)]dA =JVv, (ii . p )dV

We ca n get finally the energy equat ion using temperature form as following

<)=2J.1('i7. ii- ~J.I('i7 . ii) 1('i7. ii)

In the car tesian system , t he energy equation (7) can be rewrit ten as following

8u · - 1 2 8
-Po~+<)+(CpT- -2u i )-8(PmDm j ) i,j= l , 2, 3.

xi Xj
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- 8u . 8u}. 2 4 B», 2 8u . 8u .
where, ....=,,( ' + ) + ,,[( ') -(---.1)( ')1 1'-1 2 3' j'-I'+1 j'-I(I' 3)

.... r: 8Xj 7iX; :Jr 7iX; 8Xi 8Xj -", - ,- =

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF IGNITION PROCESS

As a first step in the dimens ional analysis, dimensionless quan tities are written following

P=~i
PoVo

g- _ gi ,
i-VUL'

Introducing the dimensionless quantities into the continuity, momentum, and energy equations respectively,

results in

(a), Continuity equation (4) ·

i=I, 2, 3, (9)

(b), Momentum equation (6)

8p [ lJo I 8 (2 - 8il i) [ lJo I 8 (- 8il i)
-8i;-~ 8Xi 31J8xi + PoVoL 8xi lJiJij

lJo 8 - 8il i - 8 _ -
+[PoVoLI8x i (1J~)+ui[8x i (PmDm i)1 i, j=l, 2, 3,

(c), Energy equation (8)

L - - crt - - - crt ko lJo 8 - 8t
[V T IpCP-8 - +PCpui8~=[-C-)[-.rTLI8--=-(-k8--=-)o 0 T Xi r« po POVOL Xi Xi

. V~ _8il i V~ lJo - - - _ '-
-~lp8i,+rc ~T )[p V LI~+CpT(PmDmi)

po 0 , po 0 0 0 1= 0 'T

1= V~ 11- 2 8 (- D- ) "1 2 3
-~ 2U i8x . Pm m j I,j=",po 0 } .

(.10)

(11)
.i ,I ,~.' ~ i

- 8il . 8il i 2 4 8il · 2 8il· 8il .
where, <P={l(8~+-8- ) + 3-j.l((8- ') -(8- ')(8- ')1

xi Xi Xi Xi xi
" ,i=l, 2, 3; j=i+l, j=l(i=3)

° r"l

The equations (9), (10), (11) are also used to describe the similar physical phenemenon as the equations (4),

(6), (8), so the similarity coefficients in above equations must equal I, or the following seven similarity numbers

have the same values in both orginal andsimulating models,
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(a) Universal time number: H= ~j

fJ ~TL3
(c) Grashof number: Gr= -!..,---j

II

~(e) Prandtl number: Pr= --y-i

pYL
(b) Reynolds number : Re= Jri

(d) Eckert number: Ec= C Y~Ti
P

(f) Stanton number: St= pC~yi

(g) Radition-convection number : Rc= lfit:= lk~~L. where, (II=~).

SIMULATING CONDITIONS FOR IGNITION PROCESS

It is obvious that both original and simulating tests are all done in the Globe gravitational accelarational

field, and 0' is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, so we have go=1 and 0'0=1, as a result

( ) H L (b) PoYoL ( ) G Po~ToL3 (d) Yo'a 0= ~=li Reo= ---=--=lj c ro= 2 Ii Eco=~T=lj
VOTO toO "0 vpOU.lo

Following simulating conditions are derived from above similarity numbers

l AN _ ko (JJo ),.
OU o-"""""'L -:-T ,

vpOL POL

(12)

instead of real fire. That is called as the nontlame simulating experimental method.

If the same material is still used in the simulating test , we have

lO= ko= Po=ho= JJo= Po= Cpo=1

and final result must be

L=I, ~No=I, ~To=l, To=1

That is self simulation.

If different material is selected and used in the simulating test , equation (12) would offer the possibility for

simulating the ignition process of fire. When ~No<1 is chosen, a thermal resource could be used in the test..
It is also noticed that the possibility for simulation exists in the simulating test by changing scale of velosity

Yo while using the same material when the buoyancy force and/or convective heat transfer can be negleted.
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CONCLUSION

Small-scale simulating fire test is useful and im~rtant in fire research because of its less expenses , more

convenient for repetition and more possible to simulate largy-scale fire.

This paper has derived seven similarity numbers which must be obeyed in simulating test for studing the

ignition process of combustible material. .

According to these similarity numbers, following conclusions are gained

(a) Fire simulating tests can possibly be done by using the different materials;

(b) Changing the velosity scale would offer approximate simulating test even using the same material in which

the buoyancy force and/or convective heat transfer can be negleted;

(c) Real flame could be replaced by thermal resource which has lower temperature in such simulating tests.

NOMENCLATURE

A area, (m2
)

Om escaping velosity of volatile, (m/s)

g body force per unit mass, (m/s2
)

h heat transfer coefficient, (J /m2K)

L length, (m)

M mass, (kg)

p stress, (N/m2
)

q heat flux per unit area, (W/m2
)

ii velosity vector, (m/s)

{3 thermal expansion coefficient, (K-1)

-; shape changing stress, (s-1)

'p. dynamic viscosity, (kg/ms)

T time, (s).

Footnote

Cp specific heat of material, (J/kgK)

F shape factor of radiation

g gravitational accelaration, (m/s2
)

k thermal conductivety, (J/mK)

M momentum, (N)

ii normal unit vector

p normal stress, (N/m2
)

T,t temperature, (K)

V volume, (m 3
)

l emissivity of material

p density, (kg/m3
)

a Stefan-Boltzmann constant

.' a air

w wall surface

f flame

out flow out
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